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I've had me over the years, I'm 57 and have a bad back, but love this kayak. It was light enough for me to stick around in my pickup bed and go. Paddles well, I installed a rod handle on it so I could fish easily, even trolling. I enjoy every moment in it, although it can detect a little better in the wind and
waves, but I like being inside. I wonder if you can get a back seat pad for it, or a cockpit cover anywhere? And making spring come faster at the ND? :0) I got this kayak as my Otter replacement, which I love but narrowed. Love this one, room, stable, great paddle! Having our boat for 6 yrs. Old Town Dirigo
was quite heavy for me to load on our pickup, but made a 'loader' to help me. Have boats filled for fishing, as they have a nice flat area on the 'dashboard' that holds the rod handles well. Attached with a stainless machine screw, and locknut at the bottom. Rod holder bases are used to pass cable locks to
guarantee them to trees. Quite safe. The boats are a long tad for the fast Michigan river - Sturgeon, Pine, P.M. - but very stable. Hull is quite thick and should last for years. I owned the old Selfgo Town in tandem and wanted to see this single model when I wanted to go out on my own. I was able to hire
one on a recent trip and I am satisfied that this is a sitting model that will work for me. Kayak was spotted straight. It moves a little backwards and forwards during the paddling, but I'll consider tracking still true because it's only 10' long. It moves through the water quickly and smoothly. Kayak has a big
cockpit where to sit. The seats are comfortable and the opening has a pad when your knee rests. The weight (46lbs) is light enough to be handled by myself and although I don't have to load/unlock it, I'm sure that won't be a problem. There is dry storage behind the cockpit that will hold all your equipment.
Drinks handles and small dry storage at the front of the seating area will keep your drinks and items cool and dry. The bungie paddle handle is on the right to keep your paddle with you at all times when not in use. I hope to buy one of these soon and I'm lucky I can try before I buy. I would recommend this
kayak for anyone looking for a smaller single sitting kayak. You can't go wrong with the Old Town brand. This is a great flat water kayak. I've been for a year and have no problem. Storage, seating and stereng are great. Light weight is good for travel! Recently we bought two 10.6 Dirigos. We want light
weight kayaks that are versatile to enjoy the calm waters of the tasik, the slippery beach water and local rivers and creeks. We had been out several times including on less than 10 stone an hour windy day and we were amazed. Friends and family, experienced and inexperienced like this little gem. He
tracked down Considering its short length, and the seats are fantastic! Enough room for a gear stow is enough for a day trip. We love it! I've had My Owngo Old City for at least 5 years. I was in my 60s and quite agile but a comfortable cockpit made in and out easier on an aging knee. I bought MySelfgo
106 primarily for light recreational paddy on the local small waterways (my wife bought Loon 10), and for a day trip during the fall archery season. The kayak is not fast, not tracking as well as longer/narrow designs and body designs do not cut water as well as Loon. But, what is done is offer a surprisingly
protected amount (back water storage compartment) and 'in the deck storage area', the latter is enough to tie the stand of the climbing tree and longbow w/silent arrow. This is on a kayak just a little over 10' long! Selfgo 106 is not a demon of speed or craft of tourism. It's just a hard little job doing what I
need and fit my budget. That's hard to find in any quality product today. I really like this kayak. I won it in the party raffle. I've been using it since. It has great tracking. It's fast. The kayak is comfortable. It has a lot of storage. Highly recommended. I've hadSelfgo 106 for about two years now, and although
still don't know how to pronounce names exactly, I love bots. The length is perfect, IMHO, for flat water and fast I&amp;II classes. The boat tracks well and stable. I've been in high wind shredded water, smooth lakes and in smaller rivers rapidly until class II (maybe III) rapidly. Taken it camping and between
dry hatching (which is quite easy to access if your balance is good enough) and deck storage it has a lot of storage for all my gear. The only grip I have about bots is really just picking nits, paddle handles on the sides can be installed differently for better functionality. The cockpit is large and easy to put in.
Also made for easy exit voluntarily and voluntarily. Bottom line is that I am very happy with this boat. This is my first kayak, and I love it! It's pretty light for me to handle it myself, it's very stable in water &amp; comfortable seats. Selfgo 106 was the first kayak I sat and five years later I still enjoyed the
paddling. It is very stable and great for flat water or a rapid 2+ class. I've taken it on a Class 2+ journey as well as plenty of long-distance flat water trips including overnight camping trips. A nice day cap for phones and keys, firm hatching is a space for gear and food, and it has space bag dry in a bowl, as
well as ropes across the bowl for more gear. The boat is comfortable, stable, and great for all levels of experience. I bought My Old Town Sendirigo 106 in July 2013 and had used it through winter. I was used in ponds, lakes, and slow-moving rivers. I love this kayak and don't have anything bad to
Thereon. I find it comfortable and very stable, even in wine conditions on the lake. It's very good in waves. I think one of my favorite things about kayaking is storage hatching. There is a small hatch to put keys, phones, and smaller items. There is also a bigger strict hatch I can access while kayaking. Both
are waterfalls. I think the price is very affordable and the quality is brilliant. I just had this kayak a few times so I'd try and avoid orgasming a new boat. It is a simple floating boat that is very stable and can be utilised. It doesn't track as straight as a kayak of tourism or river of course, only 10 lengths, but
because it's meant the patron it's ok. It sits quite high in the water that on the one hand makes cutting through the waves better, but on the other side blocks the paddling a little (like a relatively wide width). My first out was on a cold windy day with a 2-3-foot white hat on the lake, but it was fine... and fun!
Bungee keeper paddle nice, but I keep meeting the paddle. Chair is the reason I bought this boat - for me at least it was very comfortable and adjustable. Resting legs are also quite good and can be adjusted. I have a spray skirt, which makes the drink holder pointless but the seat bottle handle works well.
Old Town can do with drink handles and IMO parts glove boxes and just open the front of the cockpit, which will make access easier for high ones like me. However, once sitting it's not really on the way. I've used glove boxes for locks and it stays dry. The tight compartment of the back water has a large
hat with an excellent seal click opener. No fuss with tieing down... I can get in there easily while on the boat. Bungees deck loud and can be used like handles. It was light enough for me to lift to my Jeep roof rack with a simple effort, and it was easy to bring and defecate out. The bottom line is if you're
looking for a fun entry-level kayak for the paddle, have some nice features, can be carried easily, and build well then look at this one. I've been a very active kayaker since 1972 and have owned and ousted a lot of kayaks. In the past I always bought an Old Town kayak for my recreational kayaking needs.
Older Loon Old Series (10, 11.1 and 12) is an excellent paddling kayak for their size and the construction of a 3 three-layer polylink is simply about unstoppable. Absolutely very quality and design I recently spent a day withSelfgo 106. It was, without a doubt, the worst paddling kayak I've ever been in.
Tracking is terrible, it matches like a barge and its construction is an insult to the old City's reputation of building quality boats. I'm sure the new owner, Johnson Outdoors, makes money by replacing sales quantity over boat quality it is a shame to see the decline of brands gaining great reputation by
building quality boats for more than 100 years. Kayak the second Selfgo route for me (the other is Selfgo 120). Buy this to upgrade from Zydeco to get a bulk head and higher capacity for me (6'1 250#) This boat is for local flat water lakes and creeks. The desire for mobility and brings the ability to my
partner. 106 meets these requirements, but it's hard to keep the line straight. Moreover it is a good day boat for flat water or slowly moving. Selfgo is our first kayak experience, the water so close is amazing. The most unforgettable time with ourSelfgo is when a Cormorant bird jumps to the tip of the kayak
for a ride during the family paddle. My nephew is inSelfgo and our family will never forget the moment. A Selfgo is easy to handle for first-timers and will provide a pleasant free paddling experience as it does for us. Today we own ten kayaks and still love Dirigo and put all our first timers in it. Ourselves
offer a &amp;secure seating; comfortable for the young and the old. I love this kayak! It has plenty of room for gear, I've taken it on some camping trips and was able to customize everything I needed! The boat is solid and easy to erase. It cuts water well and makes others jealous of how quickly and easily
I can move through the water. I have used it in creeks, rivers, and lakes and it's always reliable and awesome!!! I own three kayaks of Selfgo 106. The seats are comfortable and easy to customize. I've put both people short and tall in my boat and almost everyone is comfortable. I feel very comfortable
putting new people in Dirigo. It's very stable and easy to paddle. I highly recommend The Old Town ofSelfgo 106 kayak. no regrets; this year my favorite purchase is new to kayaking, having only started this year. Borrow neighbors Wilderness Systems Pungo 12, and love it, but want my own kayak and
don't want to spend 800.00 for Pungo. Try some 10-foot kayak. Buy Yourselfgo 10.6 and have been very happy with this kayak! Of course it doesn't track as well as a 12-foot kayak or quite quickly, but it's excellent for a boat of its size. I have no problem keeping straight in the winth days. And on top of the
quiet water it's pretty quick for a 10-foot kayak. It's very stable, which is very important to me. Great for fishing, a lot of storage. On cicin water you will get a little wet. I don't mind when it's warm, but it probably needs a spray skirt it gets cooler. I am a 5ft 4in 125lb woman and can load and carry a kayak
myself, which is an important factor for me because I often go kayaking on my own. I enjoy this kayak so much and recommend it to anyone who wants a stable, easy to match kayak. I bought Dirigo 106 last spring mostly for fishing and camping from. I've had it in many big and small lakes I've beaten the
crap out of this and it takes the abuse well. Plenty of storage space for fishing and gear camping. Last weekend I took this boat down the Rockcastle River through class III and a rapid IV that I probably didn't have a business and it handled great. I went down some rapidly out of control and bounced big
rocks like pinball and the body was just scratched, there was no greatness at all. I also hit one stone strait at high speed and the nose didn't collapse. Wind is an issue. I paddle with a friend who has Pungo 10 and I can't keep up with it in the head. It can also be a very wet boat, skirts are a must in wine
water or shredded in any form. Another friend paddles a Necky Rip, she's never wet. All in all, I would recommend this boat for any person who wants a great fishing kayak. One thing I really hate is a drain hole in a cup holder on the dash. My paddle drops always fill it up and it's a constant drop on my left
knee if the skirt isn't on top. I have both the Wilderness Pamlico 100 System and The Selfgo 106 that I bought using a few months ago in new circumstances. The great thing about Dirigo is the bottom side that sticks in paddling and a really nice bungie cord and paddle handles. This chair is also very
comfortable in this 2011 version. Compared to Pamlico TheSelfgo doesn't track quite as well. I guess it's a grotesque at the bottom of Pamlico that makes it easier to track better. Pamlico is also lower profile overall, which helps with crosswinds. Selfgo's nose kicks that help keep the water out of the cockpit
in faster water. I use a spray skirt with Selfgo so I loose the cup handle in front. I hope the cup holder between your legs is a little deeper. I installed WS Pungo Konsole to my Pamlico with a bit of Dremel's work, and I love it. I hope Pamlico has better bungies like Selfgo, and drain holes for cockpits, but
they can be added. I bought Yourselfgo for 300 dollars, so I'm happy with it. To move slowly, the rivers were tight that I paddled, and weighed 190 pounds of me, both good. I would say both are quality boats and both will serve you well. So, which bot do I grab first? Well, if I could only have one, it would be
Pamlico I did a similar kayak review in April this month. Usually I use it in lakes and slow rivers for fishing but last weekend I went on a 7-mile river paddle that opened my eyes Selfgo's resilience. I should put a caveat here ... mySelfgo is a version of 106 that I bought 4 years ago. The latest version has
changed the design of the seat (I like the old design better) and I believe going to lighter/thinrest body materials. I've heard that the newer bodies have some issues with strength and the Old City may have gone back to the previous design... You might want to check whether this is so if you decide to get it.
If so, it would be good because I found the old body REALLY able to take the pounds. The river has several 1-2 class rapids including some areas where the river necks down to pass through chlown culverts. Speed was taken and it was a wild ride with some getting up and crashing into the side of culverts.
But the real test was when I had to go to the downed trees and large limbs were knocked down by a recent storm that was in some areas that were in the fast-moving water. The trees and limbs are on the water, and are located that you do not know they are there until almost on them.. and due to the bank
situation, you cannot get out to the port around them. The short length of 106Selfgo makes it not very good at tracking and high deck height makes it more susceptible to wind chickens on open water... but that's not a problem here and the ability to turn dim is a big plus. Some trees need my example in his
kayak and I to push and draw to get over the obstacles ... often it means going full bore to resist current and from trying to choose the cleanest point to bombing over trees and branches. With all this hard treatment, I was surprised at how well Selfgo did... there is no body damage and never indication that
it is out of control. I never planned to put mySelfgo through this type of punishment and be impressed with how well it did. I am also REALLY glad that I didn't have my good kayak on this journey... Airolite's body most likely won't like treatment! So overall Selfgo impressed me with his ability to survive in
such a hard treatment. I do not intend to do this on a regular basis ... but it's great to know it can take a beating and survive not a worse one to wear. Owned one for about 2.5 days and only used it once before returning. Taking the river for 4 hours round trip and 2/3 way through the sides of the back seats
have rubbed raw my back. Mold rubber chairs have sandpaper like taste. Take it back today and exchange for the Wilderness Pungo System with Phase 3 chairs in tandem with me and I know I'll love it. I bought a Selfgo kayak 106 14 months ago. Before purchasing me contact the Old Town for
recommendations. I have used a kayak about 8 times in a river in Wisconsin and the bottom wears through, the inside of Tri Hull has a lot of big cracks in it and there is now a hole at the bottom of the boat. Old Town says kayaking is not for rivers with rocks! I exited kayak 800.00 and they wouldn't do
anything but sent me a patch kit. My old kayak is cheap now stopped Kiowi 10 layers single and I used it for 20 years on the same river. I'm not going to buy anything from old Town yet Good, I'm talking for the bigger Kayak guys. I'm 6'4 and 300ish. I can tell that I pushed the upper limit on the boat, but the
only one complained I had about the boat was the same as any sitting. That is, trying to get it feet outside. All things considered I love bots and have found nothing that everything is better. I have Selfgo 106 for about 4 years. I bought it mainly because of stability because all my family used it and I mainly
used it for fishing so speed wasn't a problem and didn't track. In fact I appreciate the short kayak advantage for maneuvering in a tight location. From here, guests can enjoy easy access to all that the lively city has to offer. The large opening cockpit gives plenty of room for gear fishing, seat adjustment to
rear tilt and adjustable seat tiles from the deck ... even though I use a spray skirt. Note however that the latest version no longer has this function (a huge mistake to remove it). Older style chairs are better than the latest version in this regard. The big opening caps and big heads behind are excellent. Dry
well in front of a nice dash for cell phones, wallets, keys, etc. The construction of a very durable three-layer body is a step up from the standard roto mold body ... more rigid. Negative.... Sit tall and because it's short and smooth down it doesn't track as a longer kayak but when you learn how to paddle
properly this isn't really an issue. The bigger issue is that short lengths/high altitudes make it more vulnerable to wasted windy weather. Short lengths make it more vulnerable to getting wet from waves crashing over submissions. Where I paddle (lake) we often get very high winds in the evening ... 25-30
mph and the cut from that will make you wet... That's why I'm going to use a spray-time skirt of those times. For me stability is very important for my family because it includes three children getting down to a small 10-year-old. I don't want to worry about tippy kayaks when they come out using them. It can
handle some big waves ... My wife was hit with a 3' power boat waking up last week (don't you hate those jerks without thinking) that I fully expect her to be thrown away... no problem. If you want a quick kayak that tracks straight as the arrows ... this one is not. I also own a New Hurricane Tampico 135
which is a sports car than but there's no way I'll put me 10 years into it until he gains more experience. For fishing is very good though if I just go out in the warmer waters only I'll probably go by sitting on. I have a friend who has the same Selfgo as me and also Hobby sits on. He prefers Hobby to warmer
waters (we live in So cold water lakes are part of this year's issue). We often pedal together and both Hobby and Selfgo paddle about the same speed and track the same way. Foot pedals are a nice design and can be adjusted when in kayaks ... something that often cannot be done on another kayak
because of limited opening. Final comment on ALL kayaks ... do not go with the stated weight of kayak for comparison purposes. I have yet to find ANY kayaks weighing in on what specifications are saying... mySelfgo weighing 49#... not 43#43# Specifications. I would rate this as 9 or even 10 if you would
mainly use this as a recreational kayak ... but I knocked the point or two because of the latest seats. If you can find an older version with an adjustable chair knob deck I'll get the first one. This is the best kayak I've ever had, oh yes it's the first one too! I was 6'2 and over 200 pounds and found this yak easy
to get in and very comfortable for the paddle. It tracks well and is very easy to maneuver. We live in a small lake and silent community and it's perfect. My wife has an Old Town Rush and we plan to slap the Charleston Lowcountry creek so we like dry storage inSelfgo. I love this boat. I've had it for about
four months now, and I have no problem with it. It tracks well, especially given the length, and storage capacity is a boggling mind (I bring all my climbing and gear diving and usually has plenty of room left behind). I have taken 6+ mile journeys in the boat, and will continue to go if not for the fact I don't
want the paddle back upstream to take. Great on the lake and fast moving streams, hoping to try them out on some class II later this summer. It's a shorter kayak, so tracking and speed is nothing to write at home. I took some GPS readings, and the casual paddling would range from 3 to 4 mph, with a
maximum speed of about 5 mph (maintained for about 20 seconds). However, the transportation and maneuvering facilities are high on my list of needs, and this kayak delivers in those categories. Rear storage hatching is the most accessible and easy-to-use system I've come across, yet I don't test how
the waterfall is. The cup holder and the adjacent dry storage mold seemed to get my footpath, and I was 5'11. The chair was comfortable, however adjustments have slipped several times. I recommend this kayak only for those under the age of 6 feet and less than 200 lbs. Me and my husband just bought
106 this weekend. Although we are just kayaking we have canoeed quite a bit. We were able to try both 106 and 120 before buying. While 120 tracks are better and a little faster, we really like mobile 106. It is very stable, comfortable and tracking well enough for recreational kayakers. We particularly like to
hatch storage -- it's easier to get your stuff when needed. We have taken them out on flat water and will also use them in the rivers. I'm looking forward to many years of paddling and camping with this. I only bought Dirigo 106 and very disappointed in his performance. Tracking is terrible because the boat
drifts significantly and is rejected by little wind. In an almost invisible wind, it will be sharper when you stop paddling..... the same as a car with a terrible alignment. The best thing about this kayak is the storage compartment. I have aSelfgo 106 and a Victory Explosion. Victory. Heavier to take in and out of
the water, it doesn't track as well, and it gives me back pain with low lumbar support. If you don't need a storage compartment I would recommend a Win Blast ($250). It performed better and it was lighter but it didn't have fancy features. I also recommend a $20 kayak paddle (Seasense) from Kmart. I also
have a Quest paddle from Dicks sports stuff but I prefer Kmart paddle. I've hadSelfgo 106 a few months now. I really like this one. I was looking for a shorter kayak that was stable &amp; was able to handle some fast-moving rivers here. One I can move without a cart, yet has enough room to keep some
gear. Love dry hatching behind &amp; small on the front nice for locks or mobile phones. I saw no tracking problems at all. When you need to turn it on. It is quite noisy on the front during a speeding pair. I don't think it's that tho even with noise. I'm still able to paddle up on 4 deer by the lake drinking water.
The chair is good too. Very easy to customize the bottom &amp; Back. The body seems to be holding it okay. I ran -run &amp;; hit the rocks from time to time. Nice bunge cord at front &amp;; Back. Great for bile pumps or gear &amp; also to connect paddles &amp; floating paddles to return if in the
underwater. Not the fastest, but great for its size. If I need speed then I use one of my older &amp;kayaks; Narrow. What else can I say. It's nice on the lake, river. I'm sure it can handle 1st &amp;class; 2 rapidly. Not sure if I can handle 3 ... Lol... Paddle safe... Denver (NC887) My wife and I both hadSelfgo
106 as a startling fishing kayak. We love feet 10.5, 46 lbs. which makes it easy to lift car shelves. It is only suitable for lakes and quiet river fishing. We have been kayaking along the shores of Lake Michigan in Wisconsin. Stable. A good kayak. I bought Dirigo 106 about a month ago. I only had it in class 1
river and a small lake. It is an excellent fishing platform, very stable and plenty of room for gear. Adjustable seats are quite comfortable for all-day use. I'm a beginner for kayaks, but I have no problem keeping track of it straight. The only problem I have is if a lot of water splashes on the stern and floods the
lid of a dry hatch, it is no longer a dry hatch. I can see this boat lasting long, although the encounter with stones often, the body and thick enough to take a lot of abuse. Selfgo 106 is the fifth kayak in my flotilla that now includes 10+ to 20+ foot kayaks. Comfort, stability and storage are excellent. As with
any shorter boat tracking is more than a challenge. Perhaps because I've gradually lowered the length, I find with just a little adjustment in my paddling style, I can track as well as as a lot that can be with longer bots. I got this kayak about 1 and a half months ago and didn't have track the wind and it has
good speed for its length. I've used it on the lake and slow river in MA and I love it in the location of a great rod handle and good dry storage is another plus - can't wait for spring. I have a selfdo of 106 and love it. It's a perfect blend of recreational anf fitness. I heard that 120 selfgo went a little faster. For
me that doesn't matter because I want a good workout and like a smaller kayak transportation. I bought Dirigo 106 and Dirigo 120 on the same day. Compared to 120 of the 106 is not a consideration. It's a fun kayak in the water that still doesn't have the wind, but put a little wind in the mix and it can be
very frustrating, especially if the wind is behind you. It is very stable and stops can be utilised. On quiet water, it is an explosion to turn, and explore. However, any wind is what it ever is and it will weather the vane. Each stroke causes the nose to move to the edge. Once the nose starts to go, the only way
to fix it is with some very extensive sweeping paddles on one side or using the paddle as a rudder, which gets caution if you're trying to get somewhere. If you want to buy 106, I recommend you spend a little more money and at least get 120 or better. I bought 106 for my girlfriend, but she found it too much
work, so I used it and she used 120. He's happier now! I will give 106 a 10 for stability and usability in quiet water. It only gets 2 for tracking, 7 for comfort, and 4 for speed (very slow, you spend too much effort trying to keep it tracking). I still have all the fun with it, but I can't wait to get back in my 120s. I
just bought this from a friend. I had a lot of time in the canoe but this was my first kayak. Stability is very good. Comfort is a suberb thanks to adjustable chairs. I have no problem tracking straight. I'll give this boat a very high mark. My only problem is the cup holder on the dashboard. It limits the left foot
space I have to move/enter the boat (I'm 6'-2 210 lbs) Besides, it's a great boat &amp; my only regret is that I only have to spend an hour &amp; a half on the water before the rain comes in &amp; the weather shouldn't break 'til Sunday! Sunday!
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https://cdn-cms.f-static.net/uploads/4370547/normal_5f88801be92c3.pdf
http://vogojitipam.epizy.com/at_t_tv_guide_florida.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/mesixadelomomo/ropomigakatomigu.pdf
http://puzazodigeza.epizy.com/jigerovojiw.pdf
http://kebanibaru.epizy.com/babul_meriyan_gudiyan_punjabi_song.pdf
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